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Abstract

This paper investigates the accuracy of bootstrap-based bias correction of persistence measures for long memory fractionally integrated processes. The bootstrap method is based on the semi-parametric sieve approach, with the dynamics in the long memory process captured by an autoregressive approximation. With a view to improving accuracy, the sieve method is also applied to data pre-filtered by a semi-parametric estimate of the long memory parameter. Both versions of the bootstrap technique are used to estimate the finite sample distributions of the sample autocorrelation coefficients and the impulse response coefficients and, in turn, to bias-adjust these statistics. The accuracy of the resultant estimators in the case of the autocorrelation coefficients is also compared with that yielded by analytical bias adjustment methods when available.
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1 Introduction

Measuring the degree of persistence, or memory, in an economic or financial time series is crucial for understanding the response of the variable to shocks, in particular to policy-induced shocks. Traditionally, discussion of persistence has taken place in the
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context of models that are either integrated of order zero \((I(0))\) or of order one \((I(1))\), with the most commonly applied measures in this context being the impulse response and autocorrelation functions. The focus of this paper is on measuring persistence in the class of fractionally integrated \((I(d))\) processes introduced by Granger and Joyeux (1980) and Hosking (1980) – a key class of models used to capture long memory, or strong dependence, in a wide range of empirical applications.

Long memory \(I(d)\) processes can be characterized by the specification

\[
y(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \psi(j) \varepsilon(t-j) = \frac{\kappa(z)}{(1-z)^d} \varepsilon(t),
\]

where \(\varepsilon(t), \ t \in \mathbb{Z}\), is a zero mean white noise process with variance \(\sigma^2\), \(z\) denotes the lag operator, and the ‘short-memory’ component, \(\kappa(z) = \sum_{j \geq 0} \kappa(j)z\), is assumed to satisfy \(\sum_{j \geq 0} |\kappa(j)| < \infty\), the transfer function of a stable, invertible autoregressive moving average (ARMA) process, for example. The long-run behaviour of this process depends on the fractional integration parameter \(d\). Specifically, for any \(d \neq 0\) the impulse response coefficients \(\psi(z)\) in (1.1), as well as the autocovariances of the process, decline at a hyperbolic rate, rather than the exponential rate typical of a short-memory ARMA process. For the empirically relevant values of \(d > 0\) the rate of decline is slow enough to preclude (absolute) summability for both measures of persistence, leading to the characterization of \(y(t)\) as a ‘long-memory’ process in this case.

While the literature dealing with inference in the context of autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average (ARFIMA) models is well-developed\(^1\), some open problems remain, including with respect to inference about the two persistence measures. Most notable here is the well-known (downward) bias of estimates of the autocorrelation function (ACF) under long memory (Hosking, 1996), and the asymptotic non-Gaussianity of the sample autocovariances for \(d \geq 0.25\). While Hosking (1996) provides an asymptotically valid representation of the bias of the general \(k^{th}\)-order sample autocorrelation, it is dependent on unknown parameters. The same point holds for the higher-order bias adjustment for the first-order sample autocorrelation coefficient derived by Lee and Ko (2009). Both results yield feasible bias-adjustment methods only via the insertion of estimates of unknown population values, and the sampling properties of any resultant bias-adjusted estimators remain unknown\(^2\). Similarly, the problem of producing accurate confidence intervals for the impulse response function

\(^1\) See Beran (1994), Doukhan, Oppenheim and Taqqu (2003) and Robinson (2003) for textbook expositions
\(^2\) Lee and Ko exploit their bias expression to construct a bias-adjusted estimate of the long memory parameter. They achieve this via a method of moments approach that links an estimate of \(d\) to a bias-adjusted estimate of the first-order autocorrelation coefficient. This procedure is, in turn, only undertaken for the case of fractional noise, in which case the bias-adjustment of the first-order autocorrelation coefficient is a function of \(d\) only, with short memory coefficients playing no role in the calculations.
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(IRF) under long memory has prompted investigation (e.g., Baillie and Kapetanios, 2012), but with no fully satisfactory solution having been found to date.

In the spirit of recent work in Poskitt (2008), Baillie and Kapetanios (2012) and Poskitt, Grose and Martin (2013) we use the semi-parametric sieve bootstrap (SBS) method to estimate the unknown sampling distributions of all autocorrelation and impulse response coefficients. The sieve works by ‘whitening’ the data using an autoregressive (AR) approximation and capturing the dynamics of the process in the fitted AR (the order of which increases at a suitable rate with the sample size). Results presented by Poskitt (2008), building on earlier results in Poskitt (2007), demonstrate that the sieve method produces error rates that are superior to those of the block bootstrap of Künsch (1989). Subsequently, Poskitt et al. (2013) have strengthened these results considerably, with the higher-order improvement yielded by the sieve method demonstrated using an Edgeworth expansion for a broad class of statistics that includes both forms of statistics investigated here. Furthermore, the authors have shown that the rate of convergence of a modified version of the technique – in which a consistent semi-parametric estimator of $d$ is used to ‘pre-filter’ the data prior to the application of the sieve algorithm – is equivalent to that associated with the application of the sieve method to intermediate and short memory processes (see Choi and Hall, 2000)\(^3\).

The results in Poskitt et al. (2013), relevant as they are to the IRF, go well beyond the results of Baillie and Kapetanios (2012), which (building in part on Poskitt, 2008) demonstrate convergence (using the Mallows metric) of the conventional sieve bootstrap to the true sampling distribution(s) of the impulse response coefficient(s). Moreover, in addition to the sample ACF being covered by the general theoretical results derived in Poskitt et al. (2013), the latter work also presents detailed numerical results pertaining to selected autocorrelation coefficients. Specifically, the accuracy with which the sieve methods reproduce both Monte Carlo-based estimates of the sampling distributions of these coefficients, and the (empirically infeasible) Edgeworth expansions, is documented. Most notably, the pre-filtering is shown to produce marked improvements over the ‘raw’ sieve method when the long-range dependence is strong.

In the current paper the focus is explicitly on bias correction of both persistence measures. Exploiting the theoretical (and numerical) accuracy of the sieve-based distributional estimates established in Poskitt et al. (2013), we extract from those estimated distributions an appropriate estimate of bias (for any given statistic) and bias-adjust the statistic in the usual way. Consistent with the semi-parametric spirit of the exercise, the impulse response coefficients are produced as the inversion of a long AR fitted to the data, rather than as non-linear functions of the parameters of some parametrically specified ARFIMA model. The sample autocorrelation coefficients are calculated

\(^3\) This rate is, in turn, arbitrarily close to the bootstrap rate of convergence attained for independent data.
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using the standard Pearson formula.

In order for the bootstrap estimate of the bias to be a valid representation of the true but unknown bias, the ‘true’ reference value used in the bias computation needs to be consistent with the manner in which the bootstrap samples are generated. For example, when the raw sieve method is used, and the bootstrap samples thereby generated via an AR fitted to the empirical data, the reference values of all impulse response and sample autocorrelation coefficients need to be produced via this fitted AR process. In the case of the IRF this occurs via the inversion of the estimated AR model, whilst the reference ACF is deduced from the fitted AR coefficients using the Yule-Walker method. When the pre-filtered sieve method is used, the reference value for the IRF is produced by inverting the formula for an ARFIMA model with the given pre-filtered value used for $d$ and the fitted AR model used for the autoregressive component. The reference value for the sample ACF in this case is produced using Sowell’s (1992) algorithm (as modified by Doornik and Ooms, 2001) for calculating the variance-covariance matrix of an ARFIMA model. Two alternative methods are, in turn, used to determine the length of the AR approximation in both the sieve method itself and in the computation of the reference values. For both persistence functions the pre-filtered sieve is based on the ‘semi-parametric Gaussian’ estimator of $d$ examined by Robinson (1995), here referred to as the ‘semi-parametric local Whittle’ (SPLW) estimator. This estimator is shown in Poskitt et al. (2013) to satisfy the necessary conditions for the higher-order convergence properties of the pre-filtered sieve to obtain. As a proof-of-concept exercise, we also document results based on the use of the true (unknown) value of $d$ as the pre-filter.

Accuracy of the bootstrap bias-corrected autocorrelation estimators is assessed relative to that of estimators adjusted using both the asymptotic bias of Hosking (1996) and, in the case of first-order autocorrelation, the analytic bias expression of Lee and Ko (2009). Given that the former expression for bias depends on the true (unknown) values of the parameters, it is empirically infeasible (in the absence of suitable estimators of those parameters) as a bias adjustment procedure; however, for a large enough sample size it represents the ideal toward which the bootstrap-based methods should converge. The latter bias expression is a higher order approximation than the former, and we render it feasible by inserting the empirical values of the Yule-Walker-based estimates of the autocorrelation coefficients upon which the expression depends. In so doing one is producing an appropriate expression for the bias (and subsequent bias-adjusted statistic) that the raw sieve bootstrap, in particular, is attempting to replicate numerically, making the comparison particularly apt.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 briefly outlines the methodology underlying the sieve bootstrap and its use in estimating the sampling distribution and finite-sample bias of selected persistence measures. For conciseness we present the
more general pre-filtered methodology in detail, with this technique nesting the ‘raw’ sieve technique when the pre-filtering step is omitted. Selected results from Poskitt et al. (2013) that highlight the theoretical convergence rates of the bootstrap-based estimates of the sampling distributions on which the subsequent bias-adjustment rests, are also reproduced for convenience. In Section 3 we outline the key theoretical properties of the two persistence measures to be bias-adjusted, whilst in Section 4 the finite sample performance of the bias-corrected estimators is assessed via an extensive simulation exercise.

2 Long-memory processes, autoregressive approximation, and the pre-filtered sieve bootstrap

We assume that $y(t)$ is a linearly regular, covariance-stationary process with representation as in (1.1) where the stochastic disturbance and the impulse response coefficients satisfy the following conditions:

**Assumption 1** The process $\varepsilon(t)$ is ergodic and,

$$E[\varepsilon(t) \mid \mathcal{E}_{t-1}] = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad E[\varepsilon(t)^2 \mid \mathcal{E}_{t-1}] = \sigma^2,$$

where $\mathcal{E}_t$ denotes the $\sigma$-algebra of events determined by $\varepsilon(s)$, $s \leq t$. Furthermore, $E[\varepsilon(t)^4] < \infty$.

**Assumption 2** The transfer function in the representation of the process $y(t)$, namely $k(z) = \sum_{j \geq 0} \psi(j)z^j$, is given by $\psi(z) = \kappa(z)/(1-z)^d$ where $|d| < 0.5$ and $\kappa(z)$ satisfies $\kappa(z) \neq 0$, $|z| \leq 1$, and $\sum_{j \geq 0} j|\kappa(j)| < \infty$.

Assumption 1 imposes a classical martingale difference structure on the stochastic disturbance process; the key property of such a process that underlies the asymptotic results being that a martingale difference is uncorrelated with any measurable function of its own past. Assumptions 1 and 2, taken together, incorporate a wide class of linear processes, including the ARFIMA family of models that are the focus of this work.

Under the martingale difference structure for $\varepsilon(t)$ imposed by Assumption 1, the linear predictor

$$\tilde{y}(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \pi(j)y(t-j)$$

(2.2)

is the minimum mean squared error predictor (MMSEP) of $y(t)$. The MMSEP of $y(t)$ based only on the finite past is then

$$\tilde{y}_h(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{h} \pi_h(j)y(t-j) \equiv -\sum_{j=1}^{h} \phi_h(j)y(t-j),$$

(2.3)
where we adopt the minor reparameterization from $\pi_h$ to $\phi_h$ in order to allow us, on also defining $\phi_h(0) = 1$, to write the corresponding prediction error as

$$\varepsilon_h(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{h} \phi_h(j)y(t-j).$$

(2.4)

The finite-order autoregressive coefficients $\phi_h(1), \ldots, \phi_h(h)$ can, in turn, be deduced from the Yule-Walker equations

$$\sum_{j=0}^{h} \phi_h(j)\gamma(j-k) = \delta_0(k)\sigma_h^2, \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots, h,$$

(2.5)

where $\gamma(\tau) = \gamma(-\tau) = E[y(t)y(t-\tau)], \tau = 0, 1, \ldots$ is the autocovariance function of the process $y(t)$, $\delta_0(k)$ is Kronecker’s delta (i.e., $\delta_0(k) = 0 \forall k \neq 0; \delta_0(0) = 1$), and

$$\sigma_h^2 = E[\varepsilon_h(t)^2]$$

(2.6)

is the prediction error variance associated with $\bar{y}_h(t)$ in (2.3).

The use of the optimal predictor $\bar{y}_h(t)$ determined from the autoregressive model of finite order $h$ is appropriate only if it is a good approximation to the ‘infinite-order’ predictor $\bar{y}(t)$ for sufficiently large $h$. Poskitt (2007) addresses this very issue under regularity conditions that admit non-summable processes, proving the asymptotic validity, and properties, of finite-order AR models when $h \to \infty$ with the sample size $T$ at a suitable rate. In brief, the order-$h$ prediction error $\varepsilon_h(t)$ converges to $\varepsilon(t)$ in mean-square, the estimated sample-based covariances converge to their population counterparts – albeit at a slower rate than for a conventionally stationary process – and the least squares and Yule-Walker estimators of the coefficients of the approximating autoregression are asymptotically equivalent and consistent. Order selection by AIC is also shown to be asymptotically efficient in the sense of being equivalent to minimizing Shibata’s (1980) figure of merit, something addressed in more detail in Section 4.1 below. It thus follows (see Poskitt, 2008), that the sieve bootstrap, which uses an estimated AR approximation to capture the dynamics of the process, is a plausible semi-parametric bootstrap technique for long-memory processes.

Motivated by the theoretical results in Poskitt et al. (2013) we, in turn, modify this ‘raw’ sieve approach by applying the sieve to ‘data’ pre-filtered via a suitable $\sqrt{N}$-consistent semi-parametric estimator, where $N$ increases with $T$ such that $N/T \to 0$ as $T \to \infty$. Details of the both the raw and pre-filtered sieve bootstrap, including their relevant orders of accuracy are, as noted earlier, given in Poskitt et al. (2013). For convenience, we reproduce here the basic steps needed to implement the pre-filtered sieve bootstrap, denoted hereafter by PFSBS. A brief summary of the relevant convergence results then follows.
2.1 The PFSBS algorithm

Suppose that a value \( \tilde{d} \) is available such that \( \tilde{d} - d \in N_\delta = \{ x : |x| < \delta \} \) where \( 0 < \delta < 0.5 \). For any \( d > -1 \) let \( \alpha_j^{(d)} \), \( j = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \), denote the coefficients of the binomial expansion of the fractional difference operator,

\[
(1 - z)^d = \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \alpha_j^{(d)} z^j = 1 + \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \left( \frac{\Gamma(j-d)}{\Gamma(-d)\Gamma(j+1)} \right) z^j = 1 + \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \left( \prod_{0 \leq k \leq j} \frac{k - 1 - d}{k} \right) z^j.
\]

Setting

\[
w(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{t-1} \alpha_j^{(\tilde{d})} y(t - j), \quad t = 1, \ldots, T,
\]

and using the preliminary estimate \( \tilde{d} \), pre-filtered sieve bootstrap realizations of \( y(t) \) are generated as follows:

**PFSBS1.** Calculate the coefficients of the filter \( (1 - z)^{\tilde{d}} \) and from the empirical data generate the filtered values

\[
\tilde{w}(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{t-1} \alpha_j^{(\tilde{d})} y(t - j), \quad t = 1, \ldots, T.
\]

**PFSBS2.** Fit an AR approximation to \( \tilde{w}(t) \) and generate a sieve bootstrap sample \( \tilde{w}^*(t) \), \( t = 1, \ldots, T \), of the filtered data as follows:

**SBS1.** Given the filtered series \( \tilde{w}(t) \), \( t = 1, \ldots, T \), calculate the parameter estimates of the \( AR(h) \) approximation, denoted by \( \hat{\phi}_h(1), \ldots, \hat{\phi}_h(h) \) and \( \hat{\sigma}_h^2 \), and evaluate the residuals,

\[
\hat{\varepsilon}_h(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{h} \hat{\phi}_h(j) \tilde{w}(t - j), \quad t = 1, \ldots, T,
\]

using \( \tilde{w}(1 - j) = \tilde{w}(T - j + 1) \), \( j = 1, \ldots, h \), as initial values. From \( \hat{\varepsilon}_h(t) \), \( t = 1, \ldots, T \), construct the standardized residuals \( \tilde{\varepsilon}_h(t) = (\hat{\varepsilon}_h(t) - \tilde{\varepsilon}_h) / s_{\tilde{\varepsilon}_h} \), where \( \tilde{\varepsilon}_h = T^{-1} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \hat{\varepsilon}_h(t) \) and \( s_{\tilde{\varepsilon}_h}^2 = T^{-1} \sum_{t=1}^{T} (\hat{\varepsilon}_h(t) - \tilde{\varepsilon}_h)^2 \).

**SBS2.** Let \( \varepsilon_h^+(t) \), \( t = 1, \ldots, T \), denote a simple random sample of i.i.d. values drawn from

\[
U_{\tilde{\varepsilon}_h, T}(e) = T^{-1} \sum_{t=1}^{T} 1\{ \tilde{\varepsilon}_h(t) \leq e \},
\]

the probability distribution function that places a probability mass of \( 1/T \) at each of \( \tilde{\varepsilon}_h(t) \), \( t = 1, \ldots, T \). Set \( \varepsilon_h^*(t) = \hat{\sigma}_h \varepsilon_h^+(t), \quad t = 1, \ldots, T. \)
**SBS3.** Construct the sieve bootstrap realization \( \hat{\omega}^*(1), \ldots, \hat{\omega}^*(T) \) where \( \hat{\omega}^*(t) \) is generated from the autoregressive process

\[
\sum_{j=0}^{h} \phi_h(j) \hat{\omega}^*(t-j) = \varepsilon_h^*(t), \quad t = 1, \ldots, T,
\]

initiated at \( \hat{\omega}^*(1-j) = \hat{\omega}(\tau - j + 1), j = 1, \ldots, h \), where \( \tau \) has the discrete uniform distribution on the integers \( h, \ldots, T \).

**PFSBS3.** Using the coefficients of the (inverse) filter \( (1 - z)^{-\hat{d}} \), construct, for \( y(t) \), the corresponding pre-filtered sieve bootstrap draw:

\[
\tilde{y}^*(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{t-1} \alpha_j^{(-\hat{d})} \hat{\omega}^*(t-j), \quad t = 1, \ldots, T.
\]

Note that the process

\[
(1 - z)^{\hat{d}} y(t) = \frac{\kappa(z)}{(1 - z)^{d - \hat{d}}} \varepsilon(t)
\]

has fractional index \( d - \hat{d} \), where by assumption \( |d - \hat{d}| < \delta \). By Poskitt et al. (2013, Theorem 3) the error in the AR approximation to \( \hat{\omega}(t) \) will accordingly be of order \( O(h (\ln T/T)^{1-2\delta}) \) or smaller. That this level of accuracy is transferred to the pre-filtered sieve bootstrap realizations \( \tilde{y}^*(t) \) of \( y(t) \), via the sieve bootstrap draws \( \hat{\omega}^*(t) \) of \( \hat{\omega}(t) \), and hence to the pre-filtered sieve bootstrap approximation to the sampling distribution of any given statistic in a suitable class, rests upon Poskitt et al. (2013, Proposition 9). Specifically, for the broad class of statistics that satisfy Assumptions 4 and 5 in Poskitt et al. (2013), a class which includes the sample autocorrelations and impulse response functions considered in this paper, Theorem 11 in Poskitt et al. (2013) proves that the rate of convergence of the PFSBS algorithm is \( O(T^{-1+\beta}) \) for all \( \beta > 0 \) (and, hence, arbitrarily close to the rate achieved with simple random samples) for any pre-filtering estimate \( \hat{d} \) such that \( |\hat{d} - d| \ln T \rightarrow 0 \ a.s \) as \( T \rightarrow \infty \). The raw bootstrap, on the other hand, involves the omission of steps PFSBS1 and PFSBS3, and the application of step PFSBS2 to the raw data \( y(t) \) rather than the pre-filtered series \( \hat{\omega}(t) \). As shown in Theorem 6 of Poskitt et al. (2013), the consequence of omitting the pre-filtering step is to reduce the rate of convergence of the algorithm to \( O(T^{-(1-d') + \beta}) \) for all \( \beta > 0 \), where \( d' = \max\{0, d\} \).

Clearly, the more accurate the preliminary estimate of \( d \), the more useful the pre-filtering, in terms of yielding a filtered process for which the AR approximation is accurate. Given the non-parametric flavour of our approach, in the simulation exercise that follows we apply a PFSBS algorithm based on a pre-filtering value of \( \hat{d} \) equivalent to the semi-parametric estimator of Robinson (1995), where the estimator
is constrained to lie in the stationary region. As a corollary of Giraitis and Robinson (2003, Lemma 5.8) this estimator satisfies $P(|\hat{d} - d| \ln T > \epsilon) = o(N^{-p})$, where $p > 1/\epsilon$ and $N$, the bandwidth, satisfies $T^\epsilon < N < T^{1-\epsilon}$ for some $\epsilon > 0$. As such, the almost sure limiting criterion required for the pre-filtering value holds and the $O(T^{-1+\beta})$ convergence rate for the sieve method is attainable.

The exercise to be undertaken here is to use both the raw and pre-filtered methods to estimate the sampling distributions of the sample autocorrelation and impulse response coefficients and, in so doing, obtain an estimate of the relevant expectations. Those (estimated) expectations are, in turn, used to define an appropriate measure of bias and the relevant bias-adjusted statistic defined by subtracting the bias from the statistic in the usual way. As noted in the Introduction and discussed in more detail below, the reference value used in the formula for the bias, in any particular case, is produced via the particular model that is implicit in the (raw or pre-filtered) sieve method used to generate the bootstrap draws.

3 Properties of persistence measures for a fractional process

Prior to conducting the bias adjustment of the relevant persistence measures using the sieve-based techniques, we provide, in the following two sections, a precise definition of both measures and a brief summary of their known properties in the long memory setting. In the case of the sample autocorrelation function, we also include details of the analytical bias-adjustment methods that we use as comparators of our simulation-based approach.

3.1 The sample autocorrelation function

Following Hosking (1996), we define the $k^{th}$ sample autocorrelation coefficient as

$$\hat{\rho}(k) = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{T-k}(y(t) - \bar{y}_T)(y(t + k) - \bar{y}_T)}{\sum_{t=1}^{T}(y(t) - \bar{y}_T)^2}, \quad (3.1)$$

where $\bar{y}_T = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} y(t)$. Hosking derives the following results regarding the asymptotic distribution of $\hat{\rho}(k)$:

1. If $-0.5 < d < 0.25$ then any finite subset of $T^{1/2}(\hat{\rho}(k) - \rho(k))$, $k = 0, 1, \ldots, T - 1$, has a limiting multivariate Normal distribution with mean zero and covariances given by Bartlett’s formula (Hosking, 1996, Theorem 4(iii)).
2. If \( d = 0.25 \) then any pair of \( \frac{(T/\ln T)^{1/2}}{(1-\rho(k))} (\hat{\rho}(k) - \rho(k)), k = 0, 1, \ldots, T - 1 \), converge in probability and have a common \( N(0, 4(\frac{1}{\gamma(0)})^2) \) limiting distribution where
\[
\lambda = \{\sigma \kappa(1)\}^2 \frac{\Gamma(1-2d)}{\Gamma(d)\Gamma(1-d)}. \tag{3.2}
\]

3. If \( 0.25 < d < 0.5 \) then \( \frac{T^{1-2d}}{(1-\rho(k))} (\hat{\rho}(k) - \rho(k)), k = 0, 1, \ldots, T - 1 \) converges to the ‘modified Rosenblatt’ distribution. The cumulants of this distribution, for different values of \( d \), are documented in Table 2 of Hosking (1996). Most notably, the mean of this limiting distribution is shown to be both substantially less than zero, for all \( d > 0.25 \), and larger in magnitude than the standard deviation for \( d > 0.35 \).

In summary then, the characteristics of the sampling distribution of the sample autocorrelations vary throughout the parameter space for \( d \). In particular, in cases where the true persistence in the process is high (Case 3 above), it is to be anticipated that the sample autocorrelation function will substantially underestimate the extent of this persistence. Further, in this case, an approximating normal distribution is inappropriate in terms of capturing sampling variation in the estimated autocorrelation coefficients. Hosking (1996) supplements these general distributional results with the following approximation to the asymptotic bias in \( \hat{\rho}(k) \),
\[
\text{Bias} [\hat{\rho}(k)] \sim \frac{-\lambda}{d(1+2d)} \left\{ \frac{1 - \rho(k)}{\gamma(0)} \right\} T^{2d-1}, \tag{3.3}
\]
where \( \lambda \) is given in (3.2). This is seen to be negative for any \(-0.5 < d < 0.5 \).

The definition in (3.1) is, of course, only one of several closely-related estimators of \( \rho(k) \). Lee and Ko (2009) instead define
\[
r(k) = \frac{C(k)}{C(0)} = \frac{1}{T-k} \sum_{t=1}^{T-k} \frac{y(t-k)}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T}(y(t) - \overline{y}_{[1:T-k]})(y(t+k) - \overline{y}_{[k+1:T]}), \tag{3.4}
\]
where \( \overline{y}_{[1:T-k]} = \sum_{t=1}^{T-k} y(t)/(T-k) \), and \( \overline{y}_{[k+1:T]} = \sum_{t=k+1}^{T} y(t)/(T-k) \); and proceed to derive a closed-form expression for the bias of \( r(1) \) based on the much earlier work of Marriott and Pope (1954), in which, up to \( O(T^{-1}) \), the bias in the sample autocorrelation coefficients is shown to be
\[
E[r(k)] = \frac{E[C(k)]}{E[C(0)]} \left[ 1 - \frac{\text{cov}[C(k), C(0)]}{E[C(k)] E[C(0)]} + \frac{\text{var}[C(0)]}{E^2[C(0)]} \right]. \tag{3.5}
\]
Newbold and Agiakloglou (1993), in turn, evaluate (3.5) under a fractional noise process (produced by setting \( \kappa(z) = 1 \) in (1.1)), as well as a corresponding expression for the standard deviation of \( \hat{\rho}(k) \), and tabulate the results for different values

---

4 Note that Hosking’s symbol \( \alpha \) corresponds to \( 1 - 2d \) in the terminology used in the current paper.
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of \( d \). The results demonstrate a distinct negative bias in the \( \hat{\rho}(k) \), for all values of \( k \) considered, and are consistent with the expectation – given the relevant distributional results of Hosking (1996) – that this bias is more pronounced the larger is \( d \). The bias is also found to be more pronounced in the empirically relevant case considered here, in which the sample mean is used in the calculation of the sample autocorrelations, rather than in the artificial scenario in which the (unknown) zero mean is imposed. (See Newbold and Agiakloglou for more details.)

In Lee and Ko (2009), the expression in (3.5) is used to produce a closed-form representation of the bias of \( r(1) \) in terms of the true \( \rho(1) \ldots \rho(T - 1) \) which is exact to \( O(T^{-1}) \), compared with the \( O(T^{2d-1}) \) accuracy of the Hosking (1996) result in (3.3).\(^5\) Lee and Ko plot the ratio of the asymptotic bias (3.3) to their ‘first-order’ bias for different values of \( T \) and \( d \), under the assumption of fractional noise, in which case the asymptotic measure is shown to underestimate the first-order measure for any \( d > 0 \), with the extent of this underestimation increasing rapidly with \( d \). The authors proceed to use their expression, evaluated at a preliminary estimate of \( d \) (upon which this expression naturally depends) to bias correct \( r(1) \) and so produce a simple method of moments estimator of \( d \) based on that bias-corrected estimate of \( \rho(1) \). As noted in footnote 2, no further use is made of the bias-corrected estimate of \( \rho(1) \), nor are the sampling properties of this estimator itself examined.

Finally, the asymptotic normality that pertains in Case 1 enables, in principle, the derivation of an Edgeworth expansion. Lieberman, Rousseau and Zucker (2001) prove the validity of such an expansion for the normalized quantity, \( \sqrt{T}(\hat{\rho}_0(k) - \rho(k)) \), where

\[
\hat{\rho}_0(k) = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{T-k} y(t)y(t+k)}{\sum_{t=1}^{T} y(t)^2}
\] (3.6)

(i.e. the true zero mean is imposed), and where \( d < 0.1 \) is required for convergence of the expansion. This second-order approximation is, in turn, evaluated in Poskitt et al. (2013) and used as a comparator for the sieve-based bootstrap estimates of the sampling distributions of selected autocorrelation coefficients. The sieve bootstrap method is shown to produce estimated sampling distributions for \( \hat{\rho}_0(k) \) that are visually indistinguishable from those produced by the second-order Edgeworth expansion, in that part of the parameter space in which the latter is valid.

3.2 The impulse response function

As noted above, our focus is on the production and bias-correction of a semi-parametric estimate of the \( k^{th} \) impulse response coefficient \( \psi(k) \) defined in (1.1). The estimation procedure involves fitting an AR model of order \( h \) (to be determined) to \( y(t) \) and

\(^5\) \( r(k) \) and \( \hat{\rho}(k) \) are of course asymptotically equivalent; i.e., \( r(k) = \hat{\rho}(k) + O(T^{-1}) \), and hence an \( O(T^{-1}) \) bias result applies in either case.
inverting, to produce \( \hat{\psi}(k) \) as the \( k^{th} \) term in the expansion

\[
\hat{\psi}(z) = \hat{\Phi}_h^{-1}(z) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \hat{\psi}(k) z^k,
\]

where \( \hat{\Phi}_h(z) = 1 + \hat{\phi}_h(1) z + \hat{\phi}_h(2) z^2 + \ldots + \hat{\phi}_h(h) z^h \), and the \( \phi_h(j), j = 1, 2, \ldots, h \) are estimated as described in Section 2. As documented in Baillie and Kapetanios (2012), use of this approach in the long memory setting yields more accurate estimates of the true impulse response coefficients than do certain mis-specified parametric methods, and may even compete well with correctly specified parametric methods for some parameter designs. However, a marked negative bias is still a characteristic of the semi-parametric estimates, as we also document below. Baillie and Kapetanios (2012) produce a bias-adjusted estimate of the IRF by using the bootstrap technique of Kilian (1998) to bias-adjust the estimated AR coefficients prior to inverting to them to produce the \( \hat{\psi}(k) \). In contrast, we bias correct the \( \hat{\psi}(k) \) directly, as described in detail in the computational section that follows. As portent to our results, we find that the use of the pre-filtered sieve produces bias-adjusted statistics that are very accurate, and at smaller sample sizes than those documented in Baillie and Kapetanios (2012).

### 4 Simulation Exercise

In this section we examine the performance of the raw and pre-filtered sieve algorithms via a simulation experiment. Specifically, we investigate the finite sample accuracy of the (PF)SBS-based bias-adjusted estimates of the autocorrelation and impulse response coefficients, documenting both the (remaining) bias and mean squared error across Monte Carlo replications, as well as plotting selected sampling distributions. The results for the raw (unadjusted) statistics are also documented, in order to demonstrate the extent of the improvement yielded by the bias-adjustment techniques. As noted above, in the first-order autocorrelation case, we are able to compare the finite sample performance of the bootstrap-based method with that of an estimator based on the analytic bias expression of Lee and Ko (2009). For interest we also document selected results regarding the performance of the estimator of \( \rho(k) \) based on the asymptotically valid bias expression of Hosking (1996), as given in (3.3).

Finally, for reference we also consider the accuracy with which the bootstrap algorithms reproduce the ‘true’ (Monte Carlo) sampling distribution of the raw persistence statistics, in selected cases, as it is these bootstrap distributions that underlie the subsequent bias-adjustment.
4.1 Simulation design and computational details

Data are simulated from a zero mean Gaussian ARFIMA\((1, d, 0)\) process,
\[(1 - L)^d\Phi(z)y(t) = \varepsilon(t), \quad 0 < d < 0.5,\] (4.1)
with \(\Phi(z) = 1 - \phi z\) being the operator for a stationary AR(1) component and \(\varepsilon(t)\) is zero-mean Gaussian white noise. The process in (4.1) is simulated \(R = 1000\) times for \(d = 0.2\) and \(0.4\); \(\phi = 0.6\) and \(0.9\), and sample sizes \(T = 100\) and \(500\), via Levinson recursion applied to the autocovariance function of the desired \(ARFIMA(1, d, 0)\) process and the generated pseudo-random \(\varepsilon(t)\) (see, for instance, Brockwell and Davis, 1991, §5.2). The autocovariance function for given \(T, \phi\) and \(d\) is calculated using Sowell’s (1992) algorithm as modified by Doornik and Ooms (2001). Parameter settings are chosen that yield, respectively, moderate and large bias in both the estimated IRF and the estimated ACF.

For each realization \(r\) of the process we compute the relevant scalar statistic, \(s_{T,r}\), plus \(B = 1000\) bootstrap estimates \(s_{T,r(b)}\), constructed using \(b = 1, \ldots, B\) bootstrap re-samples obtained via the (PF)SBS algorithm. Each realized value \(s_{T,r}\) thus has associated with it a ‘bootstrap distribution’ based on the \(B\) bootstrap resamples \(s_{T,r(b)}\), \(b = 1, \ldots, B\), with each such distribution serving as an estimate of the sampling distribution of \(s_T\). In order to compare the \(R\) bootstrap distributions with the finite sample distribution estimated from the Monte Carlo draws, we first compute an ‘average’ bootstrap distribution by sorting the \(B\) bootstrap draws for each MC replication into ascending order, then average these ordered bootstrap values across the Monte Carlo draws. The \(B\) averaged draws are then used to produce a kernel density estimate, which we refer to as the average bootstrap distribution.

Our focus is on two types of statistic: \(s_T = \hat{\rho}(k)\), computed as per (3.1), and \(s_T = \hat{\psi}(k)\), computed as per (3.7), for \(k = 1, 2, \ldots, 99\); and on using the sieve bootstrap techniques to bias-adjust each. Specifically, for any given realization \(r\), the bootstrap distribution (computed from the \(B\) bootstrap resamples) is used to produce an estimate of \(E(s_T)\), \(\hat{E}(s_T)\), and a bias-adjusted statistic,
\[s_{T,r}^{(BA)} = s_{T,r} - \hat{E}(s_T),\] (4.2)
is thereby constructed. The sampling distribution of this statistic is then estimated from the \(R\) Monte Carlo draws using kernel density methods and the finite sample performance of the statistic as an estimator of the true parameter (function) summarized via bias and root mean square error (RMSE) computations. Each different form of sieve bootstrap algorithm produces a different estimate \(\hat{E}(s_T)\) and, hence, a different bias-adjusted statistic in (4.2).
With reference to the sieve method, as is common practice (Politis, 2003, §3), we begin by specifying the order of the autoregressive approximation as $h = \hat{h}_T = \arg\min_{h=0,1,\ldots,M_T} \ln(\hat{\sigma}_h^2) + 2h/T$, where $\hat{\sigma}_h^2$ denotes the residual mean square obtained from an $AR(h)$ model and $M_T = [(\ln T)^2]$. Let $\hat{h}_T = \arg\min_{h=0,1,\ldots,M_T} L_T(h)$ where $L_T(h) = (\sigma_h^2 - \sigma^2) + h\sigma^2/T$ and $\sigma^2$ and $\sigma_h^2$ are as defined in 1 and (2.6) respectively. The function $L_T(h)$ was introduced by Shibata (1980) as a figure of merit and the $AR(\hat{h}_T)$ model is asymptotically efficient in the sense that $L_T(\hat{h}_T) = L_T(h_T) + o(1)$ as $T \to \infty$ (Poskitt, 2007, Theorem 9). It follows that $\hat{h}_T/\tilde{h}_T \to 1$ a.s. as $T \to \infty$, so as $T$ increases $\hat{h}_T$ behaves almost surely like a deterministic sequence that satisfies the technical requirements of the theoretical convergence results in Poskitt et al. (2013).

For comparison, however, we also employ the fixed (for given $T$) value of $h = h_T = (\ln T)^2$ used in Baillie and Kapetanios (2012). Note that in the case of the IRF the alternative values for $h$ are relevant not only in defining the order of the fitted AR in the sieve, and hence the bootstrap ‘data generating process’ from which the reference values used in the bias calculations (for both the IRF and the ACF) are backed out (about which more below); $h$ also defines the order of the autoregression used to define the sample impulse response coefficients themselves (i.e., the impulse response statistics being bootstrapped and bias-adjusted).

As noted in the Introduction, the appropriate reference value for bias-adjustment of estimated persistence measures (IRF and/or ACF) is essentially that implied by the ‘bootstrap model’. Accordingly, the reference value for bias-adjustment in the case of the conventional SBS algorithm is simply that implied by the $AR(h)$ sieve (where $h$ may be $\hat{h}_T$, $h_T$, or any other value that increases at the appropriate rate in $T$) fitted to the raw data in step SBS1. Denoting this by

$$\bar{\Phi}_h(z) = 1 + \bar{\phi}_h(1)z + \cdots + \bar{\phi}_h(h)z^h,$$

the reference IRF $\tilde{\psi}(k)$ appropriate to the SBS is accordingly produced, for any $k = 1,2,\ldots$, by the inversion of $\bar{\Phi}_h(z)$, whilst the corresponding reference ACF $\tilde{\rho}(k)$, $k = 1,\ldots,T - 1$, follows via the Yule-Walker equations.

The pre-filtered SBS method, on the other hand, implies an ARFIMA($h,\hat{d},0$) bootstrap model, with $\hat{d}$ the pre-filtering fractional integration parameter, and autoregressive coefficients $\hat{\phi}_h(1),\ldots,\hat{\phi}_h(h)$ produced by fitting an $AR(h)$ to the filtered data $(1 - z)^d y(t)$. The reference IRF is therefore now obtained by inverting the implied ARFIMA($h,\hat{d},0$) polynomial; i.e.,

$$\tilde{\psi}(z) = \hat{\Phi}_h^{-1}(z)(1 - z)^{-d};$$

(cf. 3.7) while the reference ACF is calculated by applying the Sowell/Doornik and Ooms algorithm to the implied ARFIMA($h,\hat{d},0$) model.
Finally, we note that in order to produce bias-corrected estimates of $\rho(k)$ that necessarily lie between zero and one we perform our bias-correction in terms of the so-called “Fisher-z” transformation, which maps from any $r \in (-1, 1)$ to $\zeta \in \mathbb{R}$ via

$$
\zeta = \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{1 + r}{1 - r} \right) = \text{artanh} \,(r).
$$

That is, while the statistic of interest is still $\hat{\rho}(k)$, the bootstrap bias correction (and therefore the bootstrapping itself) is done in terms of $\zeta (\hat{\rho}(k))$, with the bootstrap-bias-adjusted estimate of $\rho(\cdot)$ produced via the reverse mapping

$$
r = \frac{e^{2\zeta} - 1}{e^{2\zeta} + 1} = \tanh \,(\zeta).
$$

It is the reverse mapping $\zeta \rightarrow r$ that ensures that the bias-corrected result is within $(-1, 1)$.

For the ACF we also plot results for two additional bias-corrected quantities: one based on the subtraction of $(3.3)$ from $\hat{\rho}(k)$, with all unknown parameters in $(3.3)$ assigned their true values from the data generating process; and the second (for the case of $k = 1$ only) based on the subtraction of an estimate of the Lee and Ko (2009) $O(T^{-1})$ bias expression from $\hat{\rho}(1)$. The former (theoretical asymptotic-bias-adjusted ACF) is denoted by $\hat{\rho}^{(ASY)}(k)$; the latter (estimated $O(T^{-1})$ bias-adjusted $\hat{\rho}(1)$) by $\hat{\rho}^{(LK)}(1)$. The Lee and Ko bias is estimated by replacing the unknown population autocorrelations in their bias formula by the $\hat{\rho}(k)$’s implied by an $AR((\ln T)^2)$ fitted to the (unfiltered) data. In other words, the Lee and Ko bias is calculated using the reference ACF corresponding to the raw SBS as described above, with $h = (\ln T)^2$.

### 4.2 Simulation Results

#### 4.2.1 Bias-correction of the sample IRF

We begin by plotting selected distributional results for the sample IRF, where the bias adjustment occurs via the raw SBS algorithm. Figures 1 and 2 display results for $T = 100$ and 500 respectively, with $d = 0.4$ and $\phi = 0.9$. Both sets of results are for $h = (\ln T)^2$, with results for $h$ chosen via the AIC criterion reproduced in the subsequent tables only.

Panels (i) to (v) in each figure plot the Monte Carlo distribution of the unadjusted statistic $\hat{\psi}(k)$; the averaged bootstrap estimate of the distribution of $\hat{\psi}(k)$; and the Monte Carlo distribution of the bootstrap-bias-adjusted statistic $\hat{\psi}^{(BA)}(k)$. (These are indicated by the legend entries “MC”, “BS-av”, and “MC-BA” respectively). The vertical dotted line in each panel indicates the position of the true value of $\psi(k)$ for each $k = 1, 3, 6, 9, 12$. Panel (vi) plots, for lags $k = 1, 2, \ldots, 99$, the true IRF $\psi(k)$ (based on the parameters of the true data generating process); the mean of the Monte
Carlo distribution of $\hat{\psi}(k)$; and the mean of the Monte Carlo distribution of $\hat{\psi}^{(BA)}(k)$ (designated “True $\psi$”, “MC”, and “MC-BA” respectively).

**Figure 1.** Distributional results for estimates of the IRF under ARFIMA$(1, d, 0)$ with $T = 100$, $d = 0.4$, $\phi = 0.9$. The BS-av and MC-BA distributions are here based on the (raw) sieve bootstrap.

The first thing to note from both Figures 1 and 2, and something that will be a feature of all graphs reproduced, is the accuracy with which the sieve (and, to an even greater extent, the pre-filtered sieve) technique reproduces the true sampling distribution of the statistic to be bias adjusted. This result is consistent with the supporting theoretical convergence results produced in Poskitt et al. (2013), and provides further justification for using the bootstrap-based estimate of the sampling distribution as a basis for estimating the bias of any given statistic, and bias-adjusting subsequently. As is clear from Figure 1 (for $T = 100$), the small sample (negative) bias of $\hat{\psi}^{(BA)}(k)$ that has been documented in Baillie and Kapetanios (2012) is in evidence here, for all lags $k$, with the extent of the bias increasing (in magnitude) with $k$, up to approximately $k = 30$, then levelling out thereafter to a fairly constant value. A qualitatively similar pattern is in evidence in Figure 2 (for $T = 500$), but with the extent of the bias much less, for any particular value of $k$. The SBS-based bias adjustment is seen to produce quite effective results for the smaller lag lengths, but with no gains yielded after approximately $k = 50$, for the smaller sample size. For $T = 500$, in Figure 2, the
Figure 2. Distributional results for estimates of the IRF under ARFIMA(1,d,0) with \(T = 500\), \(d = 0.4\), \(\phi = 0.9\). The BS-av and MC-BA distributions are here based on the (raw) sieve bootstrap.

The bootstrap technique is shown to produce a very accurate bias-adjusted estimator for low values of \(k\), and to continue to yield improvements over the non-adjusted statistic for all values of \(k\) considered.

In Figures 3 and 4 we then plot the corresponding results, but now based on the pre-filtered bootstrap technique, with the true value of \(d\) used in the pre-filtering. The results provide resounding proof-of-concept support for the pre-filtering technique, with the TPFBS-based bias-adjusted estimator seen to be very accurate, even for the very small sample size, and to have a mean value (across Monte Carlo replications) that is almost visually indistinguishable from the true \(\psi(k)\) for all values of \(k\) considered when \(T = 500\).

An empirically feasible version of the pre-filtering technique requires the substitution of an estimate of \(d\) in the PFSBS algorithm, with the (constrained) SPLW estimator of Robinson (1995) used for this purpose. As highlighted in Figures 5 and 6, we observe excellent bias-correction for the lower values of \(k\), with the sampling distributions of the adjusted statistic (MC-BA in the graphs) located quite precisely with respect to the true value of the IRC in each case, and with very little cost in terms of additional dispersion. Note that, although we haven’t included these figures
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Figure 3. Distributional results for estimates of the IRF under ARFIMA(1, d, 0) with T = 100, d = 0.4, \( \phi = 0.9 \). The BS-av and MC-BA distributions are here based on the pre-filtered sieve bootstrap using the true value of d as the pre-filter (TPFBS).

here, for the medium persistence design (\( d = 0.2, \phi = 0.6 \)) the SPLW-based PFSBS technique does tend to very slightly ‘over-correct’ for the longer lag lengths (\( k > 25 \) for \( T = 100; k > 45 \) for \( T = 500 \)), where the TPFBS does not. Overall, however, very little accuracy is lost via the substitution of \( \hat{d} \) for d, with the bias-adjusted estimator remaining remarkably accurate, in particular for the larger sample size.

These selected graphical results are supplemented by the bias and root mean square error (RMSE) results recorded in Panel B of Tables 1 (for \( T = 100 \)) and 2 (for \( T = 500 \)), in which (Monte Carlo estimates of) these quantities (for \( d = 0.2, 0.4; \phi = 0.6; 0.9 \)) are recorded for the raw, SBS-based bias adjusted, and PFSBS-based bias-adjusted statistics. We have not reported numerical results for the TPFBS-based estimator. Results are reported for \( k = 1, 6 \) and 12, with the average of all results (bias or RMSE) for \( k = 1, 3, 6, 9, 12 \) also recorded under the column headed ‘av’.

Note that when bootstrapping the IRF we have set the order of the sieve approximation to be consistent with the order of the autoregression used to produce the IRF estimator being examined. That is, when \( \hat{\psi}(k) \) is produced via an autoregression with fixed order \( h = (\ln T)^2 \), the order of the sieve used in the bootstrap, whether raw or pre-filtered, is also set to \( h = (\ln T)^2 \). Similarly, when \( \hat{\psi}(k) \) is produced via an
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Figure 4. Distributional results for estimates of the IRF under ARFIMA(1, d, 0) with $T = 500$, $d = 0.4$, $\phi = 0.9$. The BS-av and MC-BA distributions are here based on the pre-filtered sieve bootstrap using the true value of $d$ as the pre-filter (TPFBS).

autoregression with order selected by AIC, the order of the sieve used in the bootstrap is also selected by AIC. When using the raw sieve this naturally means that the sieve and estimating AR are exactly the same. However, this last is not the case when we switch to the PFSBS.

Beginning with the small sample size $T = 100$, and the ‘long AR’ ($h = (\ln T)^2$) -based estimator and bootstrap (Panel B of Table 1), we find that, relative to the unadjusted estimator the SBS-based bias-adjusted estimator is invariably superior in terms of bias for all values of $d$ and $\phi$ here considered, with bias reductions of 50-90%. The RMSE, however, is virtually identical, indicating the increased dispersion that generally accompanies bias correction based on an estimated measure of the bias. The bias of the PFSBS-based estimator is also invariably less than that of the unadjusted, and PFSBS tends to do better than SBS as $k$ and/or the degree of persistence increases. Interestingly, PFSBS does rather worse than SBS in bias-adjusting $\hat{\psi}(1)$, perhaps because it so happens the SBS-based $\hat{\psi}^{(BA)}(1)$ is essentially unbiased, but still improves on the unadjusted $\hat{\psi}(1)$.

Turning to the larger sample size $T = 500$, the bias in $\hat{\psi}(k)$ is of course much smaller to begin with, particularly for $\hat{\psi}(1)$, so very small effects have a large relative
impact. Nonetheless, for the estimator and sieve based on $h = (\ln T)^2$ (Panel B of Table 2) we see that use of the SBS to bias adjust results in across-the-board bias reductions, essentially to zero, for the values of $d$, $\phi$, and $k$ considered, with the RMSE remaining virtually unchanged. Whilst the performance of the ‘feasible’ PFSBS for these relatively low lag values is slightly mixed relative to the ‘raw’ SBS, it generally results in an improvement relative to the unadjusted statistic, again doing worst for $\hat{\psi}(1)$, where there was almost no bias to correct in the first place. The PFSBS is evidently most advantageous relative to the SBS as the lag length $k$ increases, with the result that the PFSBS produces a vast reduction in bias overall, relative to the raw SBS, when an extended spectrum of values for $k$ is considered, as the graphical results recorded in Figures 1, 2, 5 and 6 highlight.

Results for the IRF estimator based on an autoregression with order $h$ selected via AIC (i.e., $h = \hat{h}_{AIC}$) (Panel A of Tables 1 and 2) tell a qualitatively similar story. The unadjusted bias in the AIC-based estimator is comparable to that for $\hat{\psi}(k)$ based on the longer (and fixed) value of $h$ discussed above, tending to be slightly higher for $\phi = 0.9$; though its RMSE is generally lower. For $T = 100$, relative to the unadjusted estimator the SBS-based bias-adjusted estimator is again uniformly superior in terms of

Figure 5. Distributional results for estimates of the IRF under ARFIMA$(1, d, 0)$ with $T = 100$, $d = 0.4$, $\phi = 0.9$. The BS-av and MC-BA distributions are here based on the pre-filtered sieve bootstrap using the SPLW estimate of $d$ as the pre-filter (PFSBS).
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Figure 6. Distributional results for estimates of the IRF under ARFIMA(1,d,0) with $T = 500$, $d = 0.4$, $\phi = 0.9$. The BS-av and MC-BA distributions are here based on the pre-filtered sieve bootstrap using the SPLW estimate of $d$ as the pre-filter (PFSBS).

of bias, with bias reductions of between 50 and 70%; the SBS-based estimator typically also has lower RMSE that the unadjusted $\hat{\psi}(k)$. For medium and high persistence the PFSBS does even better than SBS, with bias now typically around 20% of the original, and RMSE lower again. PFSBS-based adjustment can however do worse than the unadjusted estimator for the low-persistence design, for particular values of $k$.

With reference to the $AR(\hat{h}_{AIC})$-based results for the larger sample size (Panel A of Table 2), we find that the raw sieve generally still performs well, with two exceptions, both of which occur for $d, \phi, k$ combinations for which the unadjusted estimator happens to be already effectively unbiased. The PFSBS does better as the lag-length increases, and best for high persistence ($d = 0.4, \phi = 0.9$). The bias-adjusted RMSE, as before, is either comparable to the unadjusted, or somewhat improved; with the PFSBS resulting in a reduction of up to 17% in the higher persistence case. Indeed, for this high persistence setting, results (not reported) for the full set of $k$ values 1, ..., 99 and both sample sizes demonstrate a considerable reduction overall in bias for the PFSBS-based bias-adjusted estimator relative to the estimator based on SBS.
Table 1
Estimates of impulse response: bias and RMSE, \(T = 100\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(\phi)</th>
<th>(\psi(k))</th>
<th>(\tilde{\psi}^{(BA)}(k)) (SBS)</th>
<th>(\tilde{\psi}^{(BA)}(k)) (PFSBS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(k = 1)</td>
<td>(k = 6)</td>
<td>(k = 12)</td>
<td>av.</td>
<td>(k = 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0378</td>
<td>-0.0467</td>
<td>-0.0503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0406</td>
<td>-0.1974</td>
<td>-0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0589</td>
<td>-0.1047</td>
<td>-0.1242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0143</td>
<td>-0.2984</td>
<td>-0.5071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Panel A: \(T = 100\); \(h\) based on AIC selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(\phi)</th>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1075</td>
<td>0.1201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1293</td>
<td>0.2998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1327</td>
<td>0.1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1153</td>
<td>0.4577</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Panel B: \(T = 100\); \(h = (\ln T)^2\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(\phi)</th>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0216</td>
<td>-0.0673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0264</td>
<td>-0.1667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0281</td>
<td>-0.1239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0318</td>
<td>-0.2682</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Panel C: \(T = 100\); \(h\) based on AIC selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(\phi)</th>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1165</td>
<td>0.1759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1173</td>
<td>0.3264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1180</td>
<td>0.2481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1191</td>
<td>0.4675</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 2**

Estimates of impulse response: bias and RMSE, $T = 500$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\hat{\psi}(k)$</th>
<th>$\hat{\psi}^{(BA)}(k)$ (SBS)</th>
<th>$\hat{\psi}^{(BA)}(k)$ (PFSBS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k = 1$</td>
<td>$k = 6$</td>
<td>$k = 12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>-0.0111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel A: $T = 500$; $h$ based on AIC selection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>0.0453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.9$</td>
<td>$0.6$</td>
<td>0.0525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel B: $T = 500$; $h = (\ln T)^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>-0.0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.9$</td>
<td>$0.6$</td>
<td>-0.0043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>0.0465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.9$</td>
<td>$0.6$</td>
<td>0.0466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.4$</td>
<td>$0.6$</td>
<td>0.0466</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2 Bias-correction of the sample ACF

As in the previous section, we begin by plotting selected distributional results for the sample ACF, where the bias-adjustment occurs via the raw SBS algorithm. Figures 7 and 8 display results for $T = 100$ and $500$ respectively, with $d = 0.4$ and $\phi = 0.9$. As was the case with IRF estimation we find that the qualitative results for ACF estimation are robust to the method by which $h$ is selected, with there being no clear superiority of one set of results over the other. In this case we choose to present graphical results for the more conventional choice of $h$, based on AIC, with results for $h = (\ln T)^2$ reproduced in the subsequent tables only.

Panels (i) to (v) in each figure plot respectively: the Monte Carlo distribution of the unadjusted statistic $\hat{\rho}(k)$; the average bootstrap estimate of this ‘exact’ sampling distribution; the Monte Carlo distribution of the SBS-based bias-adjusted statistic (referred to as $\hat{\rho}^{(BA)}(k)$); and the estimator adjusted using the (infeasible) asymptotic bias formula of Hosking (1996) (referred to as $\hat{\rho}^{(ASY)}(k)$). As previously noted, the bootstrapping is performed in terms of the Fisher z transform of the ACF so as to restrict the bias-adjusted ACF to the ($-1, 1$) interval. The four plots are indicated by the legend entries “MC”, “BS-av”, “MC-BA” and “BA-asy” respectively. The vertical dotted line indicates the position of the true value of $\rho(k)$ for each $k = 1, 3, 6, 9, 12$.

Panel (vi) plots, for lags $k = 1, 2, \ldots 99$, the true ACF $\rho(k)$ (based on the parameters of the true data generating process); the mean of the Monte Carlo distribution of $\hat{\rho}(k)$; and the mean of the Monte Carlo distribution of $\hat{\rho}^{(BA)}(k)$ (designated “True $\rho$”, “MC”, and “MC-BA” respectively). In Panel (i) we also plot the sampling distribution of the feasible Lee and Ko bias-adjusted estimator (referred to as $\hat{\rho}^{(LK)}(1)$, and designated “MC-LK” on the figure).

Largely mimicking the results pertaining to the estimation of the IRF, the sieve-based technique reproduces quite accurately the ‘true’ Monte Carlo distribution of the statistic to be bias-adjusted. However, as Figure 7 demonstrates, and as has been documented elsewhere (see, for example, Hosking, 1996 and Poskitt et al., 2013), the conventional autocorrelation coefficient $\hat{\rho}(k)$ is extremely biased, and none of the techniques considered here manage to completely eradicate that bias. The SBS bias-adjustment technique does, nevertheless, succeed in producing a statistic $\hat{\rho}^{(BA)}(k)$ that is notably less biased, in particular for values of $k$ in the medium lag range (20-60).

Notably, the SBS-based technique produces an estimate of $\rho(k)$ that is more accurate (for the recorded values of $k$) than the analytically adjusted (using the known data generating parameters!) estimator, $\hat{\rho}^{(ASY)}(k)$, with $\hat{\rho}^{(BA)}(k)$ being both less biased and having a much smaller RMSE than $\hat{\rho}^{(ASY)}(k)$ on average. For the larger sample size, documented in Figure 8, $\hat{\rho}^{(BA)}(k)$ matches the performance $\hat{\rho}^{(ASY)}(k)$ quite closely, for all $k$ values considered.
Comparing $\hat{\rho}^{(BA)}(1)$ with the bias-adjusted estimator $\hat{\rho}^{(LK)}(1)$ based on the estimated Lee and Ko bias, we see that our ‘plug-in’ estimate of the latter results in an estimator with slightly less bias than that of $\hat{\rho}^{(BA)}(1)$, but at the cost of a much larger RMSE. Results not reported here indicate that, depending on the precise data generating process, the sampling distribution of $\hat{\rho}^{(LK)}(1)$ can exhibit very poor properties, including very large positive biases, due to the cumulative error in estimating the entire ACF, which we recall is required for implementation of any Lee and Ko-adjusted estimator.

In Figures 9 and 10 we plot the corresponding results based on the pre-filtered bootstrap technique, with the true value of $d$ used in the pre-filtering. The results confirm, once again, the remarkable accuracy of this approach, with the TPFBS-based bias-adjusted estimator seen to be essentially unbiased, even for $T = 100$, and to have a mean value (across Monte Carlo replications) that is almost visually indistinguishable from the true $\rho(k)$ for all values of $k$ considered for $T = 500$.

However, in contrast to the case for the IRF, rendering the pre-filtered technique feasible via the substitution of the SPLW estimate for $d$ in the pre-filtering algorithm does not produce a bias-adjusted estimator whose performance mimics that of the
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Figure 8. Distributional results for estimates of the ACF under ARFIMA\((1, d, 0)\) with \(T = 500\), \(d = 0.4\), \(\phi = 0.9\). The BS-av and MC-BA distributions are here based on the (raw) sieve bootstrap (SBS).

TPFBS-based version. Rather than reproducing graphs to highlight this fact, we simply alert the reader to the summary results in Tables 3 and 4. Careful investigation of the underlying outcomes indicates that the SPLW estimator is itself biased upwards, and that the bias in the SPLW estimator of \(d\) skews the reference value of \(\rho(\cdot)\) in such a way that its use as a basis for calculating the bootstrap estimate of bias is severely compromised. Thus, despite the accuracy of the estimate of the sampling distribution of \(\hat{\rho}(\cdot)\) as produced by the TPFSB, inaccuracy in the estimate of \(d\) can produce a reference value for use in the bias-correction that is itself an inaccurate representation of the true but unknown value of \(\rho(\cdot)\) that underlies the data generating process. Hence, the PFSBS-based measure of bias is not an accurate estimate of the true unknown bias in \(\hat{\rho}(\cdot)\).

To understand this point it is worth remembering the situation that obtains for bias-adjustment in a parametric bootstrap setting. In that case, an unknown parameter \(\theta\) that characterizes the data generating process is estimated as \(\hat{\theta}\). Repeated bootstrap samples are then generated from the estimated model (based on \(\hat{\theta}\), producing repeated bootstrap values, \(\hat{\theta}_b, b = 1, 2, ..., B\), and the bias of \(\hat{\theta}\), defined as
bias = E(\theta - \theta), is estimated by

\[ \hat{\text{bias}} = \frac{1}{B} \sum_{b=1}^{B} \hat{\theta}_b - \hat{\theta}. \]

The key here is that \( \hat{\theta} \) plays exactly the same role in generating the bootstrap samples as does \( \theta \) in generating the empirical sample. In the case of bootstrapping the IRF or ACF using the (pre-filtered) sieve, however, the true data generating process is (by the very nature of the exercise) not estimated but, rather, approximated via the combination of an estimate of \( d \) and the long AR. The requisite parameter reference values to use in the bootstrap bias calculations therefore need to be backed out from the approximating model.

Now, whereas inaccuracies in the estimate \( \hat{d} \) appear to be compensated for by changes in the autoregressive estimates \( \hat{\phi}_h(1), \ldots, \hat{\phi}_h(h) \) of the \( AR(h) \) approximation fitted to the filtered data \( (1-z)^{\hat{d}} y(t) \) in such a way that the reference IRF \( \tilde{\psi}(k) \) implicit in the \( ARFIMA(h, \hat{d}, 0) \) approximating model provides a clear reflection of the true IRF coefficients; the same is not true of the ACF. A small amount of inaccuracy in the estimate of \( d \) produces an implied reference value \( \tilde{\rho}(k) \) that is sufficiently different

Figure 9. Distributional results for estimates of the ACF under ARFIMA(1, d, 0) with \( T = 100, d = 0.4, \phi = 0.9 \). The BS-av and MC-BA distributions are here based on the pre-filtered sieve bootstrap using the true value of \( d \) as the pre-filter (TPFBS).
Figure 10. Distributional results for estimates of the ACF under ARFIMA$(1, d, 0)$ with $T = 500, d = 0.4, \phi = 0.9$. The BS-av and MC-BA distributions are here based on the pre-filtered sieve bootstrap using the true value of $d$ as the pre-filter (TPFBS).

from what would be produced by using the true (unknown) value of $d$ to ultimately produce an inaccurate estimate of the true bias of $\hat{\rho}(k)$. The reason for this difference in sensitivity presumably lies in the fact that for any given values of $\hat{d}$ and $\hat{\rho}_h(1), \ldots, \hat{\rho}_h(h)$ the reference values for the two different statistics are related via the expression $\hat{\rho}(k) = \sum_{s \geq k} \tilde{\psi}(s) \tilde{\psi}(k-s) / \sum_{s \geq 0} \tilde{\psi}(s)^2$. This suggests that small perturbations in the $\tilde{\psi}(k)$, that are immaterial for the PFSBS bias correction of $\hat{\psi}(k)$, multiply and accumulate so as to result in a change in the value of $\hat{\rho}(k)$ that is sufficiently large to distort the PFSBS bias correction of $\hat{\rho}(k)$. The implication is that use of the PFSBS to bias correct the ACF requires a greater degree of precision in the preliminary estimate $\hat{d}$ in order to achieve the high level of accuracy seen when employing the PFSBS to bias correct the IRF. Whilst it is beyond the scope of this paper to investigate this point further, we note that in related work (Poskitt, Martin and Grose, 2012) the authors are investigating the use of sieve-based techniques to bias-adjust $d$ itself. It could be hoped that such a procedure may produce estimates of $d$ that are accurate enough to alleviate the sensitivity problem observed here in the bias-adjustment of $\hat{\rho}(k)$. We leave that investigation for a later date.
Table 3
Estimates of autocorrelation: bias and RMSE, $T = 100$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
<th>$\hat{\rho}(k)$</th>
<th>$\hat{\rho}^{(BA)}(k)$ (SBS)</th>
<th>$\hat{\rho}^{(BA)}(k)$ (PFSBS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$k = 1$</td>
<td>$k = 6$</td>
<td>$k = 12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0591</td>
<td>-0.1570</td>
<td>-0.1518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0453</td>
<td>-0.2570</td>
<td>-0.3835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0959</td>
<td>-0.4249</td>
<td>-0.5256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0392</td>
<td>-0.3186</td>
<td>-0.5851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0919</td>
<td>0.2241</td>
<td>0.2143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0575</td>
<td>0.3079</td>
<td>0.4409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1099</td>
<td>0.4638</td>
<td>0.5587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0454</td>
<td>0.3537</td>
<td>0.6285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.0591</td>
<td>-0.1570</td>
<td>-0.1518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.0453</td>
<td>-0.2570</td>
<td>-0.3835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0959</td>
<td>-0.4249</td>
<td>-0.5256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.0392</td>
<td>-0.3186</td>
<td>-0.5851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0919</td>
<td>0.2241</td>
<td>0.2143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0575</td>
<td>0.3079</td>
<td>0.4409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1099</td>
<td>0.4638</td>
<td>0.5587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0454</td>
<td>0.3537</td>
<td>0.6285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel A: $T = 100$; $h$ based on AIC selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
<th>Bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1727 0.6146 0.7291 0.5269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0322 0.2403 0.4408 0.2356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0566 0.2899 0.3932 0.2537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0055 0.0650 0.1424 0.0688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel B: $T = 100$; $h = (\ln T)^2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
<th>Bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1948 0.6583 0.7672 0.5649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0322 0.2403 0.4408 0.2356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0602 0.2972 0.3981 0.2596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0055 0.0650 0.1424 0.0688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RMSE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(\phi)</th>
<th>(\hat{\rho}(k))</th>
<th>(\hat{\rho}^{(BA)}(k)) (SBS)</th>
<th>(\hat{\rho}^{(BA)}(k)) (PFSBS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(k = 1)</td>
<td>(k = 6)</td>
<td>(k = 12)</td>
<td>(k = 1)</td>
<td>(k = 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0166</td>
<td>-0.0509</td>
<td>-0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.0100</td>
<td>-0.0667</td>
<td>-0.1143</td>
<td>-0.0636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-0.0445</td>
<td>-0.2191</td>
<td>-0.2927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.0106</td>
<td>-0.1085</td>
<td>-0.2283</td>
<td>-0.1128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel A: \(T = 500; h\) based on AIC selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(\phi)</th>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(T = 500; h = (\ln T)^2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0336</td>
<td>0.1007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0146</td>
<td>0.0975</td>
<td>0.1661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0497</td>
<td>0.2429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.1224</td>
<td>0.2564</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel B: \(T = 500; h = (\ln T)^2\)
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